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Objective 
 
This is a one-player game where you play as a penguin in a snowy world. Collect as many coins as you 
can within 2 time limit, but watch out for tigers! 
 
Percy the Penguin 
This is who you control. 
 
Tiger 
Normally they wander around, but if you get close to one, they'll start to run in your general direction. 
Their unpredictable movement means you should start running if one starts to chase you, as they can be 
difficult to avoid at close range. You can jump over them however. 
 
If you get hit by a tiger, you'll be stunned for a few seconds. You flash red during this period and you're 
invincible, but you won't be able to move (except for jumping). 
 
Tree 
It will stop you in your tracks if you run into it. Just move around it. 
 
Coin 
Collect as many as you can within the time limit. Walk or jump into them to collect them. 
 

Game Modes 
 
At the title screen, you'll have the choice of playing the game with high or low quality. High quality 
adds the following visual effects: shadows under coins, sky, and falling snow. But other than that, the 
two modes are identical. 
 

Controls 
 
This game supports both the keyboard and Xbox 360 controller. The Xbox 360 controller is used 
whenever it's plugged into USB or the Player One slot. 
 
Controls Keyboard Xbox 360 Controller 
Move forward/backward, turn left or right Arrow keys Left control stick 



Jump Space X 
Select menu options Enter/Return A 
Rotate in air (doesn't do anything, just neat trick) Q or E LT or RT 
 

Notes 
 

− You can't jump over trees. 
 

− Since you can still jump when stunned (more to prevent the case of getting constantly hit by 
tigers that circle you), a good strategy is to jump just as the invincibility is about to wear off so 
you can quickly move away from the tigers. 

 
− The world doesn't continue on forever. If you happen to go over the edge of the world, you'll 

reappear at the center of the world. No penalties for doing so. 


